
14 September 2012

The General Manager
Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
GPO Box 3131
Canberra ACT 2601
Attention: Richard Chadwick

Dear Sir

FILE No :

Doc.

MARS/PRISM:

Vodafone Hutchison Australia Pty Limited - Third line forcing notification

We act for Vodafone Hutchison Australia Pty Limited.

We enclose:

(a) a Form G (Notification of Exclusive Dealing) dated t4 September 2012 with the
accompanying Attachment A; and

(b) a cheque for $1 00 in payment of the applicable lodgement fee.

Please do riot hesitate to contact Sylvia Ng or me if you would like to discuss any aspects of this
matter further.

inid . letons
Brisbane I Melbourne I Perth I Sydney

Yours faithfully

Our reference

SNG. MDEA. ,0035252

Mu ay Deakin
Part

encl.

Locked Bag a
Royal Exchang. NSW 1225

DX 170 Sydney
WWW. middle, on 3.60m

Level3t
I O'Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Austinll.

telephone: +6,295,32300
healmlle: +61 295,32399

CONS ' PETITION &
CANBERRA

I 8 SEP 2/12

Partner
Murrey DB. kiri

telephone: +5,295,32335
inurray. deakin@inIddl. tons. coin

Contact

Sylvia Ng
telephone: +6,295,32303
sylvia. rig@middleton$. coin
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NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Coriumission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Compeliiio, I und Consumer nor
2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of akind referred to subsections 47 (2), (3),
(4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the person giving notice engages or proposes to
engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

Form G

Coriumonwealth of Australia

Compelition and Consumer 11ci 2010 - $21bsec!ion 93 (1)

Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
CRC;^r 10 direciion 2)

Vodafone Hutchison Australia Pty Limited (ABN 76 096304620) and its related
bodies corporate within the meaning of the Cowora!ions 11ci 2001 (Cth) (VHA), for
and on behalf of itself and all its authorised dealers and resellers as exist from time to
time.

(b)

AugT, COMP^T', IsSION
C# AIREPPA

I g SEP 20/1

Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Rein?r 10 direcii0?I 3)

VHA is a leading mobile telecommunications company that supplies
telecoinmunications (including data communications) goods and services,

Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

Mumay Deadn
Middletons

Level 31 , I 0'Connell Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

(c)

Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition of which this
notice relates:

The supply of various V}. 11\ bundled products and services consisting of:
(i) a telecommunications or data communications device (including but not

limited to mobile handsets, mobile broadband devices, modems, data cards,
computer laptops, notebooks, netbooks, wi-fi routers, tablets, devices which
have a SIM embedded in them or can accept SIM cards, and other devices as
approved by V}. IA from time to time) (Device); and

a combination of one or more telecommunications or data communications

services using a V}IA network (VltIA Network) (including but not limited to
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pre-paid or post-paid telecommunications or data communications services
accessed thiougli the use of SIM connection packs, SIM cards, prepaid
recharge vouchers and other accessories made available or approved by VHA
from time to time) orllA Services).

Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer 10 direcii0?I 4.1

See Attachment A.

(b)

Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the notified conduct

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Rent!r to direction 5)

Persons who acquire, or are likely to acquire VHA approved Devices from V
Authorised Dealers or Resellers.

(b) Number of those persons:

(i) At present time: Unknown, but substantially greater than 50.
(ii) Estimated within the next year: Unknown, but substantially greater than 50.
41^41t?I to direction 6)

Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names and
addresses:

4.

Not applicable.

Public benefit claims

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer 10 direcii0?I 7.1

See Attachment A.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

See Attachment A.

5. Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at 2 (a) are
supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant suppliers and
acquirers; substitutes available for the relevant goods or services; any restriction on the
supply or acquisition of the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal
restrictions):
(:Rel;zr to direciion 8)

See Attachment A.
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Public detrimemts

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in particular
the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods or services described
at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in other affected markets:
(Rel^!r to direciion 9)

See Attachment A.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these deinments:

See Attachment A.

Further information

(a) Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised to provide
additional infonnation in relation to this notification:

Mumay Deadn
Middletons

Level31, I 0'Connell Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

T: +61295132335

Dated: 14 September 2012

Signed on behalf of the Applicant

(Sign

Murra De kin

Middletons

Partner

AUST. COMPETITION &
CONSUMER COMMISSION

CANpnp!= ^

I a SEP 2012
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DIRECTIONS

I, In lodging his fonn, applicants must include all information, including supporting evidence
that they wish the Coriumission to take into account in assessing their notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required infonnation, the
inforrnation is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutive Iy and signed by or on
behalf of the applicant.

If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to be
inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is to be
signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of the which
the conduct is engaged in.

If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of the
Competition and Consumer Act 201 0 have been reduced in whole or in part to writing, a
copy of the uniting is to be provided with the notice,

Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

State an estimate of the hig}jest number of persons with whom the entity giving the notice is
likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time daring the next year.

Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result from the
proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where possible,

Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in particular
having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good or service that is the
subject matter of the notification.

Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed conduct
including quantification of those detriments where possible.

5.

6.

7.

8,
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Background

I. Vl. IA is the supplier of telecommunications (including data coriumunications) goods and
services in Australia.

2. VHA has arrangements with a number of dealers and resellers who are authorised by VHA
to promote, distribute, sell and/'or obtain orders for V}{A goods and services orHA
Authorised Dealers), The number and identity of VHA Authorised Dealers will vary from
time to time.

Under its arrangements with VIL\. Authorised Dealers, V}. IA is authorised to act on behalf of
its dealers in respect of notifications made to the ACCC. Accordingly, this notification is
made on behalf of Vl. LA and VHA Authorised Dealers as they exist from time to time.

VITA and VHA Authorised Dealers wish to enhance their competitive position in that part of
the telecommunications and data COILULiunications market that deals with the promotion and
sale of bundled mobile telecornmuntcations and data coriumunications products and services.
The offering of a bundled product and telecommunications service provides a convenient
and attractive offering to customers, as It provides them with a complete telecommunications
package (comprising the hardware (such as a mobile handset) and telecommunications
service) to enable them to effectiveIy communicate with others,

The proposed conduct described in paragraph 6 below may be characterised as a foam of
exclusive dealing conduct within section 47(6) or 47(7) of the Compeli!ion Qnd Consumer
Act 2010 if each component of the Vl. IA Bundled Pack is separately analysed as a discrete
supply of goods or services. The Devices that are sold by VHA Authorised Dealers as part of
a VHA Bundled Pack may at times be sold by the dealers as principal and not agent. The
VHA Services component of a V}{A Bundled Pack are sold by the dealers as agent. The
proposed conduct may technicalIy full within section 47(6) or 47(7) on occasions where a
VHA Authorised Dealer supplying the VHA Bundled Pack to a customer supplies the
Device as principal and the Vl. {A Services as agent on behalf of VllA . Vl. {A believes the
conduct is unlikely to fall within the section 47(6) or 47(7) if the various components within
any VllA Bundled Pack are either supplied by the Vl. IA Authorised Dealer as agent for
VHA or, alternatively, if the various components of the VHA Bundled Pack are viewed as
components of a single product, much like a holiday package. Accordingly, Vl-IA is
submitting this notification merely as a matter of precaution.

Proposed conduct

ATTACHMENT A

5

6. Vl. IA and'or VHA Authorised Dealers proposes to:

(a) promote, supply, or offer to supply to customers from time to time a particular Device
on condition that the customer also acquires one or more VHA Services as a bundled
product cyan Bundled Pack);

(b) refuse to supply or offer to supply a Device at a particular price for the reason that
the customer has not acquired or has not agreed to acquire that Device as part of a
VHA Bundled Pack;

(c) give or allow or offer to give or allow a discount, allowance, rebate or credit in
relation to a Device on condition that the customer acquires or agrees to acquire that
Device as part of a VHA Bundled Pack.
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However, importantly, customers will remain free to purchase all VllA Services and Devices
unbundled from Vl. IA Authorised Dealers, In other words, customers will be under no
obligation to buy a V}{A Bundled Pack if they don't want to and will always have the option
of buying the same VHA Service or Device which is part of a Vl{A Bundled Pack
independently of any VHA Bundled Pack and independently of any Vl. IA Services;

These VITA Bundled Packs will be assembled by VHA and made available for sale by VHA
Authorised Dealers and will consist of a Device and a combination of one or more VHA

Services.

The price of the VHA Bundled Packs payable by customers will be determined by the VllA
Authorised Dealers in their absolute discretion, subject to any maximum resale price set by
Vl-IA,

By way of example, V}IA Bundled Packs could include, but would not be limited to V
Authorised Dealers offering for sale to customers:

(a) a "Pre-paid Bundle Pack" consisting of a Vl-IA supplied mobile phone handset, a
compatible pre-paid SIM Card, and in some cases, a recharge voucher for use of that
handset on a VHA Network; or

(b) a "Post-Paid Bundle Pack" consisting of a VHA supplied mobile handset and a
compatible post-paid SIM Card for use of that handset on a V}. IA Network; or

(c) a "Pre-paid Mobile Broadband Pack" consisting of a V}IA supplied data card device
(such as a tablet), a compatible pre-paid SIM Card, and in some cases, a recharge
voucher for use of the data communications device on a Vl. IA Network.

11. Some of the VHA Service components of the VHA Bundled Packs, will be sold to customers
by VHA Authorised Dealers as agent for VHA.

VHA and/or VHA Authorised Dealers propose to engage in this conduct until further notice.12.

Market definition

13. The relevant markets are:

(a) the retail markets in Australia which telecoinmunications and data conrrnunications

devices are supplied; and

(b) the retail markets in Australia which telecoiiitnurncations and data communications
services are supplied.

Competition in these markets is vigorous and there are many suppliers in the markets which
can and do provide interchangeable and substitutable goods and services, including Telstra
and Optus. Telecommunications service providers, in particular, compete by offering
bundled product promotions which offer customers a combination of devices and
telecommunications services at a variety of pricing levels.

There are numerous choices available to potential purchasers of Devices and
telecommunications and data coriumuiiications services, with different suppliers offering a
variety of prices, features and benefits, including promotions which package Devices and
telecommunications/data communications services, These bundling arrangements do not
lessen, but facilitate, competition in the relevant markets.

14.
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Public benefit claims

16. The proposed conduct will be of benefit to the public because:

(a) customers who purchase VHA Bundled Packs are only required to pay the one price
for the combined package of goods and services, which should make it easier for
customers (particularly new customers) to start using mobile telecommunications or
data communications services;

(b) the promotion or sale of VHA Bundled Packs is likely to lower the prices for
customers when purchasing the VHA Bundled Packs than if they were to purchase
the Device or each of the relevant VHA Services separately;

(c) each of the bundled packs and associated promotions will aim to combine innovative
combinations of technology, telecommunications and/or data conunuriications
services for the benefit of customers;

7

(d) the promotion and sale of these VHA Bundled Packs is likely to stimulate
competition in the relevant markets by encouraging competitors of Vl. {A and
competitors of VHA Authorised Dealers to offer similar promotional discounts and
bundled packages, which may intensify competition and reduce costs to customers;
and

Public detriment

this further competition is likely to encourage V}IA and its competitors to
continuously improve their respective promotions and bundled pack offerings thereby
providing customers with more choice or generating positive consumer benefits.

17. VHA does riot consider that the proposed conduct would cause any detriment to customers
or the public because :

(a) while the VHA Bundled Packs are presented as a bundled package comprising a
Device and telecoimnunications services, customers will remain free to purchase the
same Device or a range of other Devices independently of any VHA Bundled Pack
and independently of any VITA Services;

the sale of the Devices as part of a VHA Bundled Pack is intended to provide
consumers with the complete means to communicate effective Iy with their
colleagues, friends and associates with the minimum level of complexity and
paperwork;

(c) there are a number of other suppliers or potential suppliers (for example Telstra and
Optus) who offer similar bundled products;

(d) the Devices and Vl. {A Services are offered by members of the Vl{A Group. The
notified conduct should be pennitted to allow the V}-IA group and the VHA
Authorised Dealers to offer Devices and VHA Services as bundled packs or
separately as determined and approved by VHA from time to time;

the conduct only affects customers who are seeking to acquire VHA bundled devices
and services;
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8

(1) customers will be free to acquire telecorrrrnunications and data communications
services from VHA and Vl{A Authorised Dealers without any obligation to purchase
a Device;

(g) customers will be free to acquire unbundled devices and VHA Services from VHA
Authorised Dealers;

(h) customers can continue to make nomial purchasing decisions based on price and
quality;

(i) the conduct fonns part of VHA and the VHA Authorised Dealer's competitive
activity and increases their product offerings in the markets;

(j) customers may acquire bundled or non-bundled devices, products and services which
are similar from a range of other suppliers;

(1<) customers are not locked into a long-tenn liability or network as many of the VHA
Services are limited in time and value (eg, recharge vouchers are limited to the value
purchased and are valid for between I to 12 months; post-paid plans are usually for a
period of 12 or 24 months (an industry standard) which gives customers certainty in
their minimum monthly spend');

(1) competition in the markets for the provision of telecoirununications and data
communications devices and services is vigorous and there are many other suppliers
in these markets who also offer bundled packs; and

(in) customers are free at all times to acquire devices, services or bundled packs from
other mobile telecommunications suppliers.

No anticompetitive effect

18. VHA's proposed conduct provides tangible consumer benefits and no substantial detriment
to customers. Rather, it increases competition in the relevant markets and adds to the choices
available to customers wishing to purchase these goods and services. Accordingly, VHA
believes that the benefits of the proposed conduct outlined above outweigh any detriment
considered to arise from the conduct.

Definitions

In this notification, the expressions listed below are defined to mean as follows:19.

(a) Device means a telecommunications or data communications device (including but
not limited to mobile handsets, mobile broadband devices, moderns, data cards,
computer laptops, notebooks, netbook, wi-fi routers, tablets, devices which have a
SIM embedded in them or can accept SIM cards, and other devices as approved by
VHA from time to time);

Resellers all resellers of VHA Bundled Packs, including Hamey Norman, Coles,
Woolworths, supermarkets, newsagents, service station operators and any other
person who purchases and resells VHA Bundled Packs from time to time;

' alitiougli rates may change from time to time during a customer's contract
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(c) Van means Vodafone Hutchison Australia Pty Limited (AISN 76 096304620) and
its related bodies corporate within the meaning of the Corporations, 4ci 2001 (Cth);

VllA Authorised Dealers means dealers and Resellers who are authorised by VITA
from time to time to promote, distribute, sell and/'or obtain orders for VHA goods and
services'

VllA Bundled Pack means a bundled product consisting of a particular Device and
one or more V}. IA Services promoted, supplied, or offered to customers from time to
'ime;

VllA Services means telecormnuriications or data cornmuriications services using a
VHA Network (including but not limited to pre-paid or post-paid telecoTrrrnunications
or data communications services accessed through the use of SIM connection packs,
SIM cards, prepaid recharge vouchers and other accessories made available or
approved by VHA from time to time).

(d)

(e)

(1)
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